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In order to improve studentsラ academic

perforτnances and train higlトskilled

citizensヲmainly the domain of scIences 

and mathematicsヲ Sene伊 1has adopted 

generalized the Competency-Based 

Approach (CBA) 2013. After nearly a 

decade of implementation， the results are 

stm dismal， as testified by the different 

surveys and evaluations‘In that context， it 

is important to conduct a resear‘ch to 

highlight with grounded evidence some 

factors that explain the poorペ deliveryof a 

curriculum t加twas initially recognized as 

well臨 designedand with laudable intentions. 

This research examines， on the one handラ

the content selection and articulation in the 

curriculum and textbookラ mnum紅 acyand

measurement. On the other hand， it 

reconsiders the teaching practices and how 

Supervisor: 18HIZAKA Hiroki 

to upgrade materials such as the 

mani pulatives組 dthe visuaI aids used to 

support leaming. To the best of OU1τ 

knowledge， study Is the first one to 

question the alignment ofthe curriculum in 

numeracy and measurement to the basic 

principles of 

Considering Bruner's theories of"Spiral 

Progression Approach (SPA)円 and

μConcreteラ Pictorialand Abstract (CP A)ヘ

and Huntley's model oftextbook analysis吋

the curriculum and a sample of approved 

textbooks were examined to assess the 

logical progression in and across the 

grades. On thεother handラ teaching

approaches and materials are compared in 

order to find out whether they are relevant 

enough to support effectivεleaming in low 

grades.80ラ theoverarching aim oI this 

research is not only to identifシthebest 
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way to select rearticulate contents 

and across grades， but 

proposltlOns to improve 

to ma}a 

teaching 

methods by using ade司uatematerIals. 

A mixed method was used in this study， 

Qualitative d託awere first collected 

through a comparative叡現lysisof curricula 

and textbooks used in Senegai， Japan and 

Singapore. Likewiseヲcrucialissues relatin喜

to the curriculum implementation were 

discuss吋 throughinterviews with some 

key stakeholders in the prefectural 

inspections and at the Ministry of 

Education (MOE). Besides the 

司uestionnairesadministered to 80 teachersラ

tl流 出searcherconducted five 町 imental

lessons numeracy and m錦町lrement

grade two. 

This study showed dire need to 

reconsider the volume of contents and 

articulation as welL 

1n numeracy勺 itrevealed the necessity to 

prioritize叩 in-depthteaching by limiting 

the number ofωnt出器 inthe two grades. 

Likewiseラ so出 eadditional indications are 
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組 dthe needed in 

guidelines to elaborate textbooks 

order to spell out core activities students 

are expected to experience. 

As for pedagogical approache民itwas 

Sl喝事estedto improve the current problclτト

solving approach which is based on a 

simple discovery routinization of 

teclmi弔問問dalgorithmsめ

ln measurement， it advocates re 

organization of some contents into di問 ct

and indirect comparison the suppression of 

redundant ones to avoid useless repetition. 

UltimateJyラthis r問e邸S鉛ea叙邸1

improve le側ar拍n出mgm叫1氏tcor出n詑むssincむit 

highlights crucial to reconsider to 

implement properly the curriculum. 1t a!so 

fosters a cross fertiHzing approach that 

combines top耐 downand bottom-up 

5t!・ategiesduring the upcoming curriculum 

revlSlOn. 

Key words: ctmiculum， textbook， 

spiral progression approach， competency刷

approach. 




